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Abstract

Sparse instance-level supervision has recently been
explored to address insufficient annotation in biomedi-
cal instance segmentation, which is easier to annotate
crowded instances and better preserves instance complete-
ness for 3D volumetric datasets compared to common semi-
supervision. In this paper, we propose a sparsely supervised
biomedical instance segmentation framework via cross-
representation affinity consistency regularization. Specif-
ically, we adopt two individual networks to enforce the
perturbation consistency between an explicit affinity map
and an implicit affinity map to capture both feature-level
instance discrimination and pixel-level instance boundary
structure. We then select the highly confident region of
each affinity map as the pseudo label to supervise the other
one for affinity consistency learning. To obtain the highly
confident region, we propose a pseudo-label noise filtering
scheme by integrating two entropy-based decision strate-
gies. Extensive experiments on four biomedical datasets
with sparse instance annotations show the state-of-the-art
performance of our proposed framework. For the first time,
we demonstrate the superiority of sparse instance-level su-
pervision on 3D volumetric datasets, compared to common
semi-supervision under the same annotation cost. Code
is available at https://github.com/liuxy1103/
CRAC.

1. Introduction
Biomedical instance segmentation aims to assign each

image pixel to an instance, which plays an essential role
in biomedical instance morphology and distribution anal-
ysis [36, 32]. Recently, deep-learning-based methods [22,
26, 48, 20, 15, 30, 6] have achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
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Figure 1. Comparison of instance annotation schemes in differ-
ent supervision ways for the volumetric dataset. (a) Full supervi-
sion, where the whole volume is annotated. (b) Semi-supervision,
where a subset of the whole volume is densely annotated. (c)
sparse instance-level supervision, where a subset of instances of
the whole volume is annotated.

mance on biomedical instance segmentation with densely
annotated images for fully-supervised training. However,
it is expensive and laborious to obtain accurate and dense
annotations.

To alleviate the huge cost of manual annotations, many
works [42, 13, 49, 37, 7] adopt the semi-supervised learn-
ing strategy to train an effective segmentation model with
a small set of densely annotated images and a large set
of unannotated images. However, in the field of biomed-
ical instance segmentation, dense annotation is difficult to
apply due to the crowded instances. Especially, for the
3D volumetric datasets (e.g., electron microscopy datasets),
dense annotation within a small sub-volume usually dam-
ages the completeness of the instances along the axial di-
rection. Meanwhile, in practice, domain experts tend to an-
notate instances one by one sparsely, rather than annotating
all instances densely within a small sub-volume.

In this paper, we aim to deal with the task of biomedi-
cal instance segmentation with sparse instance annotations.
This task is of utmost importance, as annotating a small
subset of instances in a biomedical dataset not only saves
the annotation cost but also conforms to annotation habits
in the practical scenario. We illustrate different annotation
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schemes in Fig. 1 and focus on the comparison between
common semi-supervision and sparse instance-level super-
vision. For a volumetric dataset, a few consecutive images
are densely annotated for the semi-supervision in Fig. 1 (b),
which generates many incomplete instances along the ax-
ial direction. Instead, a few instances are randomly anno-
tated for the sparse instance-level supervision in Fig. 1 (c),
which preserves complete 3D structure information of each
instance under the same number of annotated voxels as the
semi-supervision.

Actually, sparse instance-level supervision can be con-
sidered a special kind of semi-supervision at the region
level. Thus, existing semi-supervised methods [42, 13, 49,
37, 7] can be readily adapted to the sparse instance-level
supervision. As a pioneer work, SPOCO [46] imposes a
consistency regularization scheme [42] in the unannotated
regions of two embedding maps predicted in different aug-
mented views. However, SPOCO adopts a metric learn-
ing [9]-based segmentation method to distinguish different
instances in the feature space, whose performance heav-
ily drops as the number of annotated instances decreases.
On the other hand, the perturbation consistency used in
SPOCO is relatively simple and cannot effectively exploit
instance structure information in unannotated regions. In
other words, there remains a large room to release the po-
tential of the sparse instance-level supervision.

Compared to metric learning, affinity-based instance
segmentation methods [44, 43] are less sensitive to the
number of annotated instances, since affinities encode in-
stance boundary structure knowledge and are easier to
be learned. Inspired by this kind of methods, we pro-
pose an effective biomedical instance segmentation frame-
work with sparse instance annotations, which learns cross-
representation affinity consistency. Specifically, our frame-
work consists of two individual networks to predict two
different representations, i.e., an embedding map and an
implicit affinity map (IAM), respectively. We then calcu-
late the similarity between pixel embeddings and convert
the embedding map into an explicit affinity map (EAM).
The IAM exploits the spatial structure information of in-
stances, while the EAM exploits the semantic information
of instances in the feature space. By building the perturba-
tion consistency between the IAM and the EAM, we com-
bine the advantages of two kinds of affinity modeling to
capture both feature-level instance discrimination and pixel-
level instance boundary structure. This perturbation consis-
tency is different from the existing perturbation consistency
between the same kinds of representations widely used in
semi-supervised learning.

In our framework, we use the groundtruth affinity map
generated from sparse instance annotations to supervise the
two affinity maps in the annotated regions. Inspired by the
cross pseudo supervision [7], we further propose an affin-

ity cross-supervision mechanism to facilitate affinity con-
sistency learning on the unannotated regions. Specifically,
we design a pseudo-label noise filtering scheme that inte-
grates a heuristic decision strategy based on an adaptive
threshold and a learning decision strategy based on a pre-
trained confident pixel selection network (CPSN), to select
highly confident regions as pseudo labels from one affinity
map to supervise the other.

We evaluate our methods on four biomedical datasets
with sparse instance annotations to demonstrate the state-
of-the-art performance of our proposed framework, com-
pared to three kinds of baselines: 1) the existing sparsely
supervised method SPOCO, 2) advanced semi-supervised
methods which are adapted to sparse instance-level supervi-
sion, and 3) original semi-supervised methods trained with
dense annotation under the same annotation cost.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose a sparsely supervised biomedical instance
segmentation framework by enforcing the perturbation
consistency between two kinds of affinity modeling.

• We propose an affinity cross-supervision mechanism
with a pseudo-label noise filtering scheme integrating
two decision strategies to select highly confident re-
gions to facilitate affinity consistency learning.

• We conduct extensive experiments on four biomedi-
cal datasets with sparse instance annotations to demon-
strate the state-of-the-art performance of our method.

• We demonstrate the general superiority of sparse
instance-level supervision over semi-supervision on
3D volumetric datasets for the first time.

2. Related Work

2.1. Biomedical Instance Segmentation

The prevalent instance segmentation methods are mainly
divided into two categories: proposal-based [12, 26, 3, 47]
and proposal-free [5, 38, 27, 29, 28, 33]. The former is
based on object detection to distinguish different instances,
while the latter is based on instance-aware features and
morphology properties, which is more suitable to complex
and dense instances of biomedical datasets. Metric learn-
ing [9, 22] and affinity learning [11, 31] are two proposal-
free representatives.

Metric learning [9, 22, 20] uses a discriminative loss [9]
to impose pixels belonging to different instances to be dis-
criminative from each other in the feature space. However,
as the number of instances decreases in the sparse instance-
level supervision setting, it is difficult for the network to
distinguish different instances in the feature space.
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Figure 2. The workflow of our proposed sparsely supervised biomedical instance segmentation framework. (a) The input image is fed
into two networks f(θ1) and f(θ2) to predict an affinity map and an embedding map, respectively. The embedding map is then explicitly
converted into an affinity map. (b) These two affinity maps are supervised by the affinity label on the annotated region. The unannotated
region of the affinity label is highlighted in gray color. The white and black colors indicate the affinity value as 1 and 0. (c) The highly
confident region with low entropy of each affinity map is selected by a confident pixel selection network (CPSN) to supervise the other on
the unannotated region. The red color indicates the region of the affinity map with high entropy, which is not used for cross-supervision.
(d) This diagram illustrates the training stage of the CPSN, in which the model is trained on the annotated region to predict regions with
segmentation errors. These regions are then excluded from being used as pseudo labels to supervise the other affinity map. ⊙ and ⊕
represent dot product and concatenation operations, respectively.

Affinity learning [2, 11, 31, 14] predicts pixel affinities
that only encode spatial structure information between ad-
jacent instances without ensuring the uniqueness of each in-
stance in the feature space. Thus, the affinities are easy to be
learned by the network and less affected by the number of
instances. Even if there is only one annotated instance, this
method can learn affinities between the unannotated region
and the instance.

2.2. Consistency Regularization

Consistency regularization [1] plays a vital role in semi-
supervised learning. It enforces the consistency of pre-
dictions of unannotated data with various perturbations,
by introducing a regularization loss function. The cate-
gories of perturbation are mainly divided into input pertur-
bation [49, 25, 10], feature perturbation [37, 40], and net-
work perturbation [7, 17]. Existing methods generally en-
force the consistency between different perturbations of the
same representation. Take an example of combining mean-
teacher [42] and the affinity-based segmentation method:
both the teacher and student networks directly predict affin-
ity maps that belong to the same representation. Different
from existing consistency regularization methods, our pro-
posed framework enforces consistency between two differ-
ent representations from two kinds of affinity modeling.

3. Problem Formulation

Given an input image I with a size of H ×W , contain-
ing K instances (including background), M of which are

annotated (M ≪ K). The image I is divided into two
pixel sets, i.e., an annotated pixel region RL and an unan-
notated pixel region RU . The unannotated region RU con-
tains unannotated instances and background. Different from
semi-supervised learning, our goal is to train a model to pre-
dict the accurate affinity map by leveraging both a few an-
notated instances in the annotated region RL and the unan-
notated region RU .

Before introducing our method, we clarify the defini-
tion of affinity. The affinity map A = [a1, a2, ..., aN ] ∈
RN×H×W describes whether the current pixel and adja-
cent pixels belong to the same instances or not, where
an(n = 1, 2, ...N) denotes the different adjacent relations
between the current pixel and its n order adjacent pixel.
Given the segmentation groundtruth y ∈ RH×W , a pixel
affinity an,i ∈ an at the ith pixel of the image I is formu-
lated as

an,i =

{
0, if yi ̸= yi+n

1, if yi = yi+n,
(1)

where yi and yi+n are the instance segmentation IDs of
paired pixels i and i + n. 1 means that pixel i and i + n
belong to one instance, while 0 means the opposite.

Considering the segmentation groundtruth with sparse
instance-level annotations, we regard the unannotated re-
gion (including the background) as an identical instance ID.
The generated affinity label is divided into annotated region
RL

a and unannotated region RU
a . If the pixel affinity an,i is

located in the annotated region RL
a , at least one of the pix-

els i and i + n is located in the annotation region RL, i.e.,
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yi ∈ RL or yi+n ∈ RL. Therefore, the annotated affinity
region RL

a is slightly larger than the annotated segmentation
region RL.

4. Cross-Representation Affinity Consistency

In this section, we introduce the proposed sparsely su-
pervised biomedical instance segmentation framework. The
input of our framework can be either 2D images or 3D vol-
umes. Here we illustrate it using a 2D image example for
easy visualization. As shown in Fig. 2, our framework con-
sists of two main parts. The first part contains two parallel
networks to build affinity perturbation by predicting differ-
ent representations: IAM and EAM (detailed in 4.1). The
second part contains an affinity cross-supervision mecha-
nism by a pseudo-label noise filtering scheme to select the
highly confident region of the two affinity maps to supervise
each other for consistency learning (detailed in 4.2).

4.1. Affinity Perturbation

Unlike the common perturbation consistency strategy,
we build the perturbation between two affinity representa-
tions predicted by two parallel networks. Following the ex-
isting affinity learning methods [11, 31], we adopt a net-
work f(θ1) to directly predict an implicit affinity map1

Â1 = [â11, â
1
2, ..., â

1
N ]. For accurate pixel affinities, the net-

work f(θ1) focuses on the structure information of instance
boundaries.

In contrast to implicit learning, explicitly modeled affin-
ity has been widely studied [22, 14] by calculating the pair-
wise relationships between pixel embeddings. Given the
limited number of instances, we only impose local con-
straints on the adjacent instances instead of constraining all
instances by a discriminative loss [9]. We adopt a network
f(θ2) to predict an embedding map E ∈ RD×H×W , where
D is the number of channels of the last layer of the net-
work. Each pixel i of the image I is mapped into a pixel
embedding vector ei ∈ RD, which is a D-dimensional fea-
ture representation. We then adopt a cosine distance to
calculate the relationship between pixel embeddings and
converted the embedding map into an explicit affinity map
Â2 = [â21, â

2
2, ..., â

2
N ]. The transformation from a paired of

pixel embeddings to a pixel affinity â2n,i is formulated as

â2n,i =
eTi ei+n

∥ei∥2 ∥ei+n∥2
. (2)

The network f(θ2) pays more attention to extracting the se-
mantic instance information to discriminate pixels belong-
ing to different instances in the feature space.

1We call it implicit affinity map to distinguish from the one explicitly
calculated from the embedding map below.

We adopt the MSE loss to supervise both f(θ1) and
f(θ2) in the annotated region RL

a of the affinity label A:

Ls = Ls1 + Ls2

=
1

|RL
a |

∑
i∈RL

a

∑N
n=1(

∥∥â1n,i − an,i
∥∥
2
+

∥∥â2n,i − an,i
∥∥
2
),

(3)
where Ls1 and Ls2 represent the loss functions for f(θ1)
and f(θ2), respectively.

4.2. Affinity Cross-Supervision

In order to combine the advantages of the two kinds of
affinity modeling, we propose an affinity cross-supervision
mechanism to enforce the consistency between the IAM
and the EAM. Since the two affinity maps may suffer from
prediction errors during the initial training phase, we pro-
pose a pseudo-label noise filtering scheme by integrating
two entropy-based decision strategies, i.e., adaptive thresh-
old and prediction by a CPSN, to select highly confident
pixel affinities to avoid the collapse of the consistency learn-
ing. For a pixel affinity an,i, its entropy is computed by

hn,i = −an,i log (an,i)− (1− an,i) log (1− an,i). (4)

Adaptive threshold. As a heuristic strategy, we can deter-
mine whether the pixel affinity is confident by the following
indicator:

δthresn,i =

{
1, if hn,i < γt

0, others ,
(5)

where γt refers to the entropy threshold at the tth training
iteration, which is the quantile of hn,i corresponding to αt

to limit unreliable pixels with top αt entropy. 1 means the
pixel affinity is confident with low entropy, while 0 means
the opposite.

Since the confident pixels gradually increase during the
training procedure, αt is dynamically adjusted by a power
function:

αt = α0 (1− t/T )
p
, (6)

where α0 is the initial quantile and is set to 5%, p is the
power and is set as 1.5, t is the current training iteration,
and T is total iterations.
Confidence pixel selection network. Inspired by ap-
proaches that address pseudo label errors using auxiliary
networks [35, 21], we employ a binary-classification net-
work called CPSN to identify highly confident pixels,
which is trained only using the annotated regions of the
groundtruth error map, as shown in Fig. 2 (d). Specifically,
we sample five segmentation models under different train-
ing iterations of f(θ1) and f(θ2) respectively, and add a
certain rate of dropout to these models. We then use the
prediction from these models to simulate various segmen-
tation errors. Using this kind of simulation data, we train
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a robust CPSN to locate errors and generate highly confi-
dent pixels. We provide training details (including the loss
LCPSN ) in the supplementary material.

Given the input image I , affinity map A and affinity en-
tropy map H , the CPSN can predict a binary error map
B ∈ RN×H×W with the same size as A:

B = CPSN (I ⊕A⊕H) , (7)

where ⊕ is the concatenation operation.
We then determine whether the pixel affinity is confident

by the following indicator:

δcpsnn,i = 1− bn,i, (8)

where bn,i ∈ B is the pixel-level prediction of CPSN.
Pseudo-label noise filtering. We integrate the above two
decision strategies to obtain more robust highly confident
pixels, which is described by δn,i = δthresn,i δcpsnn,i . After ob-
taining the confident pixels of the IAM (indicated by δ1n,i)
and the EAM (indicated by δ2n,i), we utilize their confi-
dent pixels on the unannotated affinity region RU

a to cross-
supervise each other. The consistency loss is formulated as

Lc = Lc1 + Lc2

=
1

|RU
a |

∑
i∈RU

a

∑N
n=1(

∥∥â1n,i − â2n,i
∥∥
2
δ2n,i

+
∥∥â2n,i − â1n,i

∥∥
2
δ1n,i),

(9)

where Lc1 and Lc2 represent the consistency loss functions
for f(θ1) and f(θ2).

4.3. Overall Optimization

The overall objection function is the combination of
losses on the annotated region and the unannotated region,
which terms

L = Ls + λLc, (10)

where λ is the trade-off weight and is set to make the two
loss value ranges comparable.

Following [14], we adopt the network f(θ2) to predict an
explicit affinity map in the inference stage. The affinity map
is converted into final instance segmentation results by dif-
ferent post-processing algorithms. The 3D results and 2D
results are generated by Waterz [11] (50% quantile and 0.5
threshold) and Mutex [45] post-processing algorithms, re-
spectively. Since affinities calculated by these two different
normalization schemes (sigmoid vs cosine) belong to dif-
ferent intervals, we use a RELU function to map the output
value into [0, 1], for Waterz post-processing algorithm.

5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets and Metrics

We conduct evaluations on four representative biomedi-
cal datasets with corresponding commonly used metrics.

AC3. The AC3 dataset is a popular electron microscopy
(EM) neuron dataset, imaged from the mouse somatosen-
sory cortex at 3 × 3 × 29 nm resolution. It is a subset of
the Kasthuri [16] dataset, and contains 256 volumetric im-
ages (1024 × 1024). We adopt the top 100 sections as the
labeled set and sparsely select different numbers of neuron
instances as the annotations. At the same time, the bottom
50 sections are adopted for evaluation. We adopt two widely
used metrics in the field of EM image segmentation to quan-
titatively evaluate the result, i.e., Variation of Information
(V OI) [34] and Adapted Rand Error (ARAND) [39]. The
VOI is defined as a sum of another two metrics V OIsplit
and V OImerge which indicate the split and merge errors,
respectively. Note that smaller values of these metrics indi-
cate better performance.
CREMI-C. The CREMI dataset is from the CREMI
challenge [8] for neuron segmentation in EM volumes.
It is composed of three volumetric datasets (CREMI-
A, CREMI-B, and CREMI-C) imaged from the adult
drosophila brain at 4 × 4 × 40 nm resolution. Each of the
three datasets contains 125 images.Given that the neurites in
CREMI-A and CREMI-C are mostly homogeneous in mor-
phology, we evaluate our method on the CREMI-C dataset,
which contains more challenging neuron types. We adopt
the top 75 sections as the labeled set and the bottom 50 sec-
tions for evaluation. We adopt the same metrics used for the
AC3 to evaluate the results on the CREMI-C dataset.
CVPPP. The A1 sequence of the CVPPP [36] dataset con-
tains leaves with complex shapes and severe occlusions,
which is widely used to evaluate biomedical instance seg-
mentation. We randomly sample 108 images for training
and 20 images for testing, where each image is with a size of
530× 500. We adopt the Symmetric Best Dice (SBD) and
the absolute Difference in Counting (|DiC|) metrics [36] to
evaluate the quantitative result.
BBBC039V1. The BBBC039V1 dataset [32] contains
200 fluorescence microscopy images with a resolution of
696× 520 pixels. The dataset focus on the U2OS cells with
various shape and density. Following the official data split,
we use 100 images for training, 50 for validation, and the
rest 50 for testing. We adopt four metrics for cell segmen-
tation for quantitative evaluation, i.e., Aggregated Jaccard
Index (AJI) [39], object-level F1 score (F1) [4], Panoptic
Quality (PQ) [19], and pixel-level Dice score (Dice).

5.2. Implementation Details

We adopt two different backbone networks, i.e., 3D
U-Net [23] and 2D Residual U-Net for the 3D volumet-
ric datasets (AC3, CREMI-C) and 2D datasets (CVPPP,
BBBC039V1), respectively. Both the network f(θ1) and
f(θ2) are based on the same backbone network but differ-
ent in the last convolution layer. We train these networks us-
ing Adam optimizer [18] with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999, a
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Methods AC3 CREMI-C

V OISplit ↓ V OIMerge ↓ V OI ↓ ARAND ↓ V OISplit ↓ V OIMerge ↓ V OI ↓ ARAND ↓

Se
m

i.

Vanilla 0.422 5.403 5.825 0.911 0.929 2.117 3.046 0.580
PseudoL-hard [41] 0.089 5.955 6.044 0.920 0.863 1.462 2.325 0.311
PseudoL-soft [50] 0.851 3.744 4.595 0.853 0.950 0.894 1.844 0.230

MT [42] 0.863 2.058 2.921 0.558 0.916 1.027 1.943 0.211
π-model [25] 0.847 1.867 2.714 0.562 0.985 0.918 1.903 0.227
UA-MT [49] 0.720 1.860 2.580 0.426 0.978 0.863 1.841 0.227

SASSNet [24] 1.160 1.180 2.340 0.324 0.935 0.814 1.749 0.193
SSNS [13] 0.702 0.527 1.229 0.120 0.934 0.775 1.709 0.175

Sp
ar

se
.

SPOCO [46] 1.608 1.349 2.957 0.236 1.832 0.896 2.728 0.303

Vanilla 0.930 0.237 1.167 0.111 1.613 0.451 2.064 0.187
MT* [42] 0.699 0.432 1.132 0.092 1.375 0.559 1.934 0.173

UA-MT* [49] 0.785 0.251 1.036 0.082 1.502 0.333 1.835 0.155
CCT* [37] 0.859 0.238 1.097 0.088 1.425 0.463 1.888 0.173
CPS* [7] 0.718 0.248 0.966 0.067 1.384 0.398 1.782 0.158

Ours 0.642 0.260 0.903 0.064 1.032 0.587 1.620 0.153

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of segmentation results on AC3 and CREMI-C datasets using 5 densely annotated sections for semi-
supervision and randomly annotated instances for sparse instance-level supervision. The number of annotated voxels is the same for the
two settings. Vanilla refers to training models only using available groundtruth. The top right corner ‘*’ indicates these methods are
originally proposed in the semi-supervision but adapted into the sparse instance-level supervision. Note that we adopt the same backbone
ResUnet [23] in all methods for a fair comparison. The best results and the second-best results are highlighted in bold and underlined.

OursSSNS MT UAMT CCT CPS Groundtruth

C
R

EM
I-

C
A

C
3

Figure 3. 2D Visual comparison of different methods on AC3 and CREMI-C datasets. The first row and the second row of each dataset are
the affinity map and the corresponding instance segmentation result. Red and blue boxes indicate merge and split errors, respectively.

learning rate of 1e−4, and a batch size of 2 on one NVIDIA
TitanXP GPU for 200K iterations.

5.3. Comparison Methods

The evaluation of our method is performed against three
kinds of baselines:

(1) For the 3D volumetric datasets, the sparse instance-
level supervision and the common semi-supervision contain
different 3D structure information of instances in the ax-
ial direction. For a comprehensive evaluation, we compare

our proposed sparsely supervised method with a number
of existing semi-supervised methods that are widely used
for 3D datasets, including: PseudoL-hard [41], PseudoL-
soft [50], mean-teacher (MT) [42], π-model [25], UA-
MT [49], SASSNet [24] and SSNS [13].

(2) SPOCO [46] provides a baseline solution for the
sparsely supervised segmentation task. We use the offi-
cial code and configurations to reproduce the results on 2D
datasets (CVPPP and BBBC039V1), and adapt this method
to 3D datasets (AC3 and CREMI-C).
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Figure 4. 3D Visual comparison of different methods on AC3 and CREMI-C datasets. Red and blue arrows indicate split and merge errors,
respectively.

(3) We adapt a variety of advanced semi-supervised
methods to the sparsely supervised segmentation task, in-
cluding mean-teacher (MT) [42], uncertainty-aware mean
teacher model(UA-MT) [49], cross-consistency training
(CCT) [37] and cross pseudo supervision (CPS) [7].

5.4. Results on 3D Datasets

We list an extensive quantitative comparison on the AC3
and the CREMI-C datasets in Table 1. We conduct the semi-
supervised experiments with 5 densely annotated sections,
and the sparsely supervised experiments with 23 and 33 ran-
domly annotated instances for AC3 and CREMI-C datasets
respectively. The number of annotated voxels is the same
for the two settings. From the results in Table 1, we can
observe that:

(1) With the same number of annotated voxels, sparsely
supervised methods perform better than corresponding
semi-supervised methods by a large margin. Specifically,
our results outperform the state-of-the-art semi-supervised
results from SSNS [13] by 26.4% and 5.2% for the VOI
metric on the AC3 and CREMI-C datasets.

(2) For the EM neuron segmentation datasets, the sparse
instance annotations are not conducive to the training
of SPOCO [46] based on metric learning. Therefore,
SPOCO [46] does not perform well on these two datasets.

(3) Our method achieves better performance than other
adapted methods in the sparse instance-level supervision
setting. Specifically, We achieve 6.3% and 9.2% improve-
ment from the key VOI metric on the AC3 and CREMI-C
datasets, compared with the second-best method. It demon-
strates the superiority of the proposed affinity consistency
regularization.

We show 2D and 3D visual comparison results in Fig. 3

Figure 5. Comparison of different methods on the AC3 dataset un-
der different annotation amounts converted into the number of sec-
tions for counting, where each section contains 1× 106 pixels.

and Fig. 4, respectively. As can be seen, our proposed
method predicts the affinity map with higher fidelity than
other methods, which significantly reduces the split and
merge errors. We also provide 3D visual comparison results
in the supplementary material. As can be seen, our results
contain fewer merge and split errors, and maintain the ac-
curacy of neuron structures, compared with other methods.

We further compare different methods on the AC3
dataset under different numbers of annotated voxels. We
convert the number of voxels to the number of sections for
counting, where each section contains about 1 × 106 vox-
els. The results are shown in Fig. 5. As more annotations
are available, the performance gap between different meth-
ods gradually narrows, but the superiority of our method
can still be observed. Especially, the state-of-the-art semi-
supervised method SSNS performs worse than sparsely su-
pervised methods under very limited annotations, due to the
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Methods 10% instances 40% instances

SBD ↑ |DiC| ↓ SBD ↑ |DiC| ↓

CPS [7] (semi) 83.2 1.8 87.6 1.1

SPOCO [46] 70.6 3.0 82.1 2.0

Vanilla 69.8 6.0 78.0 1.9
MT* [42] 78.5 1.4 84.3 1.3

UA-MT* [49] 79.6 1.4 84.5 1.1
CCT* [37] 78.8 1.9 83.9 1.6
CPS* [7] 80.7 1.8 85.5 1.1

Ours 83.6 1.1 86.6 0.8

Table 2. Quantitative comparison results on the CVPPP dataset.
Results in the first row are based on the semi-supervision setting.

Ours GroundtruthSPOCO

MT* UAMT* CCT*

CPS*

Raw Image

Figure 6. Visual comparison of different methods on the CVPPP
dataset with 40% instances. The segmentation errors are high-
lighted by white boxes.

incomplete 3D structure information of instances.

5.5. Results on 2D Datasets

We further validate our method on two 2D datasets, i.e.,
CVPPP and BBBC039V1, and their quantitative results are
shown in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. Compared with
other adapted methods in the sparse instance-level supervi-
sion setting, our method achieves the best performance on
the CVPPP dataset with 10% and 40% annotated instances,
and the BBBC039V1 dataset with 1% and 10% annotated
instances. Visual results on these two datasets also illus-
trate the superior performance of our method with fewer
segmentation errors, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Although the sparse instance-level supervision and the
common semi-supervision have no difference in the in-
stance structure for 2D datasets, we also evaluate the semi-
supervised setting (with the same annotated pixels) on these
two datasets. Our proposed method performs better than
the state-of-the-art semi-supervised method CPS [7], when
the annotation amount is very limited. Meanwhile, our
method significantly outperforms the existing sparely su-
pervised method SPOCO in all experiments. As more anno-
tation amount is available, the semi-supervised method has
a better performance. Therefore, the sparse instance-level
supervision is still a meaningful complement to the com-

Methods AJI ↑ Dice ↑ F1 ↑ PQ ↑

1%
in

st
an

ce
s

CPS [7] (semi) 0.8120 0.9033 0.9595 0.8168

SPOCO [46] 0.6896 0.8478 0.8492 0.6933

Vanilla 0.5631 0.6411 0.7570 0.4890
MT* [42] 0.7716 0.8260 0.9018 0.7533

UA-MT* [49] 0.8065 0.8738 0.9439 0.7928
CCT* [37] 0.8113 0.9136 0.9295 0.7830
CPS* [7] 0.8323 0.9185 0.9444 0.8153

Ours 0.8303 0.9338 0.9442 0.8222

10
%

in
st

an
ce

s

CPS [7] (semi) 0.8393 0.9189 0.9598 0.8437

SPOCO [46] 0.7488 0.8746 0.9263 0.7503

Vanilla 0.5985 0.7177 0.7709 0.5652
MT* [42] 0.8416 0.9167 0.9338 0.8283

UA-MT* [49] 0.8404 0.9118 0.9380 0.8314
CCT* [37] 0.8309 0.9279 0.9327 0.7975
CPS* [7] 0.8463 0.9366 0.9408 0.8174

Ours 0.8545 0.9469 0.9450 0.8343

Table 3. Quantitative comparison on the BBBC039V1 dataset.

Ours GroundtruthSPOCO

MT* UAMT* CCT*

CPS*

Raw Image

Figure 7. Visual comparison of different methods on the
BBBC039V1 dataset with 10% instances.

mon semi-supervision when instances are so crowded that
dense annotation is laborious and the amount of annotations
is very limited, for the 2D datasets.

5.6. Ablation Studies

Method 1 5 10 20 50 100

Vanilla 2.289 1.167 0.982 0.871 0.779 0.726
Ours 1.271 0.903 0.816 0.807 0.738 0.717

Table 4. Ablation study on the annotation amount which is con-
verted into the number of sections for counting, where each sec-
tion contains about 1× 106 voxels. The key metric VOI is used to
evaluate the results.

We conduct ablation studies on the impacts of each com-
ponent of the proposed framework on the AC3 dataset.
Annotation amounts. We conduct an ablation study to in-
vestigate the effects of different amounts of annotated in-
stances. As shown in Table 4, our proposed method con-
sistently outperforms the vanilla model trained only using
available annotated instances. When the annotation amount
is small (e.g., the number of annotated voxels is about a sec-
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f(θ1) f(θ2)
cross-supervision

V OI ↓ ARAND ↓
Threshold CPSN

IAM IAM ! ! 0.926 0.074
EAM EAM ! ! 0.927 0.068

IAM EAM % % 0.916 0.068
IAM EAM ! % 0.906 0.068
IAM EAM % ! 0.909 0.067

IAM EAM ! ! 0.903 0.065

Table 5. Ablation study on different components of the proposed
affinity consistency regularization. IAM and EAM represent the
different kinds of affinity modeling for the two networks f(θ1) and
f(θ2). ‘Threshold’ and ‘CPSN’ denote the two different strategies
to select highly confident regions in cross-supervision.

Method V OISplit ↓ V OIMerge ↓ V OI ↓ ARAND ↓

Ours-f(θ1) 0.709 0.198 0.907 0.071
Ours-f(θ2) 0.687 0.218 0.903 0.065

Table 6. Ablation study on which affinity map used for inference.

α0 0.01 0.05 0.1

VOI↓ / ARAND ↓ 0.933 / 0.075 0.903 / 0.065 0.924 / 0.069

Dropout rate 0 0.1 0.3

VOI↓ / ARAND ↓ 0.920 / 0.066 0.903 / 0.065 0.923 / 0.067

λ 0.01 0.1 1

VOI↓ / ARAND ↓ 0.914 / 0.066 0.903 / 0.065 1.258 / 0.106

Table 7. Ablation study on key parameters of the proposed frame-
work. VOI/ARAND are adopted as metrics.

tion), our method significantly improves the performance of
the vanilla model. The performance gap narrows as more
annotations are available.
Affinity consistency regularization. As shown in Table 5,
we conduct an ablation study on the proposed affinity con-
sistency learning scheme. We compare different combina-
tions of affinity modeling for the two networks f(θ1) and
f(θ2) by directly enforcing their consistency. It can be ob-
served that the combination of IAM and EAM achieves the
best performance. Furthermore, we demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of pseudo-label noise filtering with different deci-
sion strategies. Both strategies have been shown to improve
performance, and their integration can obtain more robust
highly confident regions and achieves the best performance.
Moreover, We have compared our method with an equiva-
lent implementation of [14] in Table 5, i.e., two network
branches both use EAM. Our method achieves better per-
formance.
Affinity map used in the inference stage. The two affin-
ity maps predicted by f(θ1) and f(θ2) have different per-
formances, as shown in Table 6. The EAM predicted by

f(θ2) performs slightly better, so we adopt it in the infer-
ence stage.
Ablation study on hyper-parameters. We conducted ab-
lation experiments to evaluate the impact of key hyper-
parameters, of the proposed framework, as shown in Ta-
ble 7. For the proposed pseudo-label noise filtering scheme,
we test different values of hyper-parameters α0 for adap-
tive threshold and different dropout rates used in the CPSN
training. Also, we provide the ablation study on different
loss weights λ.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an effective sparsely supervised

biomedical instance segmentation framework via learning
cross-representation affinity consistency. The proposed
framework builds the perturbation consistency between an
implicit affinity map and an explicit affinity map with an
affinity cross-supervision mechanism. We conduct exten-
sive experiments on 3D volumetric datasets and 2D datasets
to demonstrate the superiority of our proposed framework
over the existing sparsely supervised method. Meanwhile,
for the first time, we validate that sparsely supervised meth-
ods can better utilize the 3D structure information of in-
stances and perform better than semi-supervised methods
for volumetric datasets.
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